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ABSTRACT
In this project, strontium titanatepowders were preparedby using sol-
gel and Pechini methods. In sol-gel method, the powders were preparedby
mixing the Ti02 sol and Sr(N03h solution. Precipitation was observed after
the addition of Sr(N03)2 solution. Two powders were prepared by each
method. In sol-gel method, acid:alcohol ratio was changed. In Pechini
method, 50% of citric acid was substituted with polyacrylic acid. The
characterization of the powders were performed by Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrophotometer (FTIR), Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA),
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), X-Ray Diffraction and Optical
Microscope.
The calcination temperatureof 650°C was chosen for sol-gel powder
according to TGA data. XRD pattern showed that this temperaturewas not
high enough to form complete SrTi03 phase,but no peaks related to nitrates
or organic groups was observedin FTIR spectra.Sintering studies indicated
thatthe agglomerationof sol-gel powderwas very strongbecausethe relative
densities were very small. Pechini powders had weaker agglomeratesand
sinteredto higher densities.The diametersof thePechini powders were found
as in the rangeof 0.2-0.5 ~m.
The powders were dispersedin white oil and the rheological behaviour .
of these dispersions was studied by a rheometer.Several runs at different
shear rates, and volume fractions were done. The suspensions without
surfactant showed shear-thinning behavior, which indicates that the
suspensionswere flocculated. The addition of surfactant in certain amount
produced stabilized suspenSIOns. The stabilized suspenSIOns showed
Newtonian or Dilatant behaviour. The increasein the solids loading did not
showsignificant changein theviscosity of stabilized suspension.
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Bu projede, strontium titanate tozu sol-gel ve Pechini metodlan
kullamlarak yapl1ml~tlr.Sol-gel metodunda, tozlar Ti02 solu ve Sr(N03)2
soltisyonu kan~tlfl1arak uretilmi~tir. Sr(N03)2 soltisyonunun eklenmesinden
soma c;okelmegozlenmi~tir.Her iki yontemlede iki~ertoz uretilmi~tir.Sol-gel
metodunda,asit:alkol oram degi~tirilmi~tir.Pechini metodunda,sitric acitin %
50 si poliakrilik asit ile degi~tirilmi~tir.Tozlann karakterizasyonlan termal
gravimetrik analiz (TGA) cihazl, Fourier degi~imli infrared spektra (FTIR),
XRD, taramah elektron mikroskopu (SEM) ve optik mikroskop kullamlarak
yaplld1.
TGA verilerine dayanarak,sol-gel tozu ic;inkalsinasyon slcakhgl 650 DC
olarak sec;ilmi~tir.XRD sonuc;lan, bu slcakhgm SrTi03 fazmm tamaml ile
olu~maslic;inyeterli olmadlgml gostermi~,ancakFTIR spektralanndanitrat ve
organik piklerine rastlanmaml~tlr.Sinterlemec;ah~malan,sol-gel tozunda yok
kuvvetli topaklanmalar oldugunu gostermi~tir. Sol-gel tozlannm relatif
yogunluklan sinterlemedensoma dahi c;okdu~uktur.Pechini tozlan dahazaYlf
topaklanmalarasahiptir ve sinterlemedensoma dahayuksek relatif yogunluklar
gostermi~tir.Pechini tozlanmn yaplan 0.2-0.5 Ilm arasmdabulunmu~tur.
Uretilen toz degi~ikyuzdelerde, pirinc; yagmm ic;inde dagltllarak, katl
ylizdesinin reolojik davram~ uzerindeki etkisi ara~tlflld1. Bunun ic;in bir
rheometre kullamld1. Farkh kayma gerilimlerinde ve hacimsel toz
fraksiyonlannda c;ah~malaryapl1ml~tlr.Kararh olmayan suspansiyonlarkayma
gerilimi arttlkc;aviskozitede azalma gostermi~tir,bu da topaklanmalarai~aret
eder.Ancak yuzey aktif maddesieklendiktensoma, suspansiyonlarkararh hale
gelmi~ve dilatant ya da Newtonian davram~gostermi~lerdir.Katl yuzdesindeki
artl~, kararh haldeki suspansiyonlar iyin viskozitede yok buyuk degi~iklik
yapmaml~tlr.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Strontium titanate, which has a perovskite type of structure, has an
increasedattractionin recentyearsbecauseof its uniquepropertiessuchas high
dielectric constant, high dielectric breakdown strength, chemical and thermal
stability. Its dielectric constant is around 300 at room temperatureand was
studiedby many workers. Hari Krishna Varma et. al. [42] investigated ~he
changein the dielectric constantof strontium titanatedue to the frequencyof
appliedelectric field. They have found that the dielectric constantof strontium
titanatesinteredat 1450DC rises from 261 at 102Hz to 249 at 107 Hz. Budd and
Payne[4] also studiedthe changein the dielectric constantdue to the variation
of the amount of the tungsten.These studies showed that the increase in the
amountof the tungstencauseda rise in the dielectric constantfrom 3100 upto
40,000basedon Internal BoundaryLayer (IBL) capacitor.
Strontium titanatefinds wide rangeof applicationareaswith regardingto
its convenientproperties. Cell capacitorsin DRAMs, Internal Boundary Layer
(IBL) capacitors, varistors, oxygen sensors, and as a substrate for high "Tc
superconductors,etc. The appropriatenessof strontium titanate powder for
InternalBoundary Layer capacitorswas investigatedby Budd and Payne [4] and
Fujimoto and Kingery [14].
Several types of methods are available for the preparation of fine
dielectric ceramic powders. Conventional methods such as mixed oxide and
coprecipitationmethodsaremostwidely usedmethods.However, thesemethods
have some disadvantagescompared to chemical methods. The conventional
methodsdo not ensure the high purity of the end product and controlling the
morphologyof powder. Mixed oxide methodsimply involves the mixing of the
salts of desired cations and calcination of the mixture at high temperatures.
Fujimoto and Kingery [14] has studied the preparationof SrTiO) powder by
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mixingoxide method.The calcination temperatureof the mixture of SrC03 and
TiOz with someadditiveswere 1000DC.
However, chemical methodssuch as sol-gel and Pechini methodspermit
to control the morphology of powder. Homogenous mixing of cations at
molecular level ensures the high purity of powder. Controlling the reaction
parametersallows to prepareceramicpowders with desired properties. Sol-gel
andPechini methodsrequire low calcination temperatures.These methodsyield
excellent stoichiometry, low trace impurity content, fine particle size and
homogenousparticle distribution.
Sol-gel method is basically hydrolization of metal alkoxides in the
presenceof alcohol and acid. Hari Krishna Varma et. al. [42] have studied the
preparationof SrTi03 by sol gel method.Titanium isopropoxidewas hydrolyzed
in the presence of isopropyl alcohol and acidic acid. The calcination
temperaturewas between250 and 1~00DC. The averageaggregatesize was 0.6
/lm and above98% of theoreticaldensity is obtainedat sintering temperatureof
1450 DC.
In Pechini method, alpha carboxylic acids (citric acid, polyacrylic acid)
form chelates with metal atoms (titanium, zirconium, etc.). Heating of the
chelatedproduct in the presenceof polyhydroxy alcohol (ethyleneglycol) leads
to polyesterification and further heating results in black ash which yields
powderwhen calcined at 400-600DC [4,9,32].
Steven L. Peschke [32] studied the preparationof strontium titanateby
Pechini method.In this study, the original Pechini methodwas modified andthe
effectof the substitution of citric acid with poly acrylic acid in various ratios
was examined. According the Thermal Gravimetric Analyses of intermediate
precursors, different calcination temperaturesand their effect on particle
morphologywere studied.It was calculatedthattheparticle diameterwas 329 A
for thepowders formulatedby 50%CA/50%PAA andcalcined at 400 DC/600 Dc.
The particle diameter for 100% CA formulated powders was 659 A at
. 2
calcination temperaturesof 550 °cnooDC. SEM analyses of these powders
exhibitedthat the averageagglomeratesizes were 0.2-0.7 flm and particle sizes
werein the rangeof 400-800A in diameter.
Budd and Payne [4] used Pechini method to prepare W-doped SrTi03
powders.The averageparticle sizes of the powderscalcined at 500°C were less
than0.3 flm.
Electrorheology studies the changein the flow properties of dispersions
of polarizable particles in an insulating oil under an applied electric field.
Electrorheologicalphenomenonwas first describedby W.M. Winslow in 1949.
His observationswere on the changeof the flow propertiesof starch, lime and
silica dispersions in oil under an applied electric field. He has found that the
dispersionshows resistanceto flow when anelectric field is applied [1, 2, 15].
Electrorheological fluids are composedof polarizable particles dispersed
In nonconductive oil. Under applied electric field, dispersed particles are
arrangeddue to the interactiveforces amongthemand form chain or fiber like
structure.The response of particles to the electric field is very short, in
milisecondsand theprocessis reversible.The suspensiontakes its original state
afterthe removal of electric field. The forces forming the chain arevery strong,
thus the deformation of the chain takes place at very high shear stresses.In
somecases,the fibrillation or chain formation doesnot come up as reportedby
Kelly and Block. Bowen also reported the late fibril formation of SrTi03
particlesafterapplying the electric field [2, 11,12, 17, 18,20, 22, 23, 43].
There are several parameterssuch as particle diameter and properties,
particleconcentration,electric field, propertiesof suspendingoil and additives
having an effect on the electrorheological phenomenon. Several types of
materialswere examined in different types of suspendingmedium. Block and
Kelly [2] listed someformulation of electrorheologicalfluid dispersions.
Bowen et al. [3] investigatedthe electrorheologicalbehaviour of SrTi03
suspensionsin different types of polymer matrix materials.They observedthat
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suspensionsin different types of polymer matrix materials.They observedthat
the strength of electrorheological effect increases with the concentration of
particlesand appliedelectric field. They also observedthatac field at frequency
of 10Hz exhibits strongereffect than when ac field at frequencyof 100Hz. or
defield is applied.
Zhang et al. [47] dispersed SrTi03 particles in the size range of 0.5-10
flrn in silicon oil and studied the electric field and temperaturedependenceof
shearstress.They reportedthatshearstressat 2.4 kV/mm was 250 timesof that
without electric field. The shear stress was approximatelyproportional to the
squareof the electric field.
The objective qf this study is to prepare stable dispersion of fine
strontiumtitanateceramicpowder. Pechini and sol-gel methodshave been used
aspreparationmethods.The suspensionsof SrTi03 powder have been prepared
in white oil. The rheological behaviour of these suspensions has been
investigatedat different volume fractions andshearrates.
IIMIR YUKSEK TEKNOLOJi ENSTirusO
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CHAPTER II
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ELECTRONIC CERAMICS
Ceramicmaterialshave a wide rangeof electricalpropertiesand areused
in many electronic applications becauseof their unique, convenient electrical
properties.The electrical properties of ceramic materials are improved by
developedpreparation techniques. There are varieties of electronic ceramics
today.For example,porcelains and glasseswere used as dielectric applications
initially. However, in recent years new dielectric ceramics with higher
dielectric constant and wider temperaturerange were developed with new
techniques.Classification of electronic ceramicsis given in Figure 2.1.
ELECTRONIC CERAMICS
Figure2.1. Classification of electronic ceramics
Different materials have different capabilities to conduct an electrical
charge,when an electric field is applied. Most metals, some ceramics, and a
few organics fall in this category for the reasonthat they have high electrical
conductivity.These types of materials are called electrical conductors. Other
materialsthat have very low conductivity such as most ceramics and organics
arecitedas electrical insulators [35].
Electrons flow through a wire when a potential difference is applied
(Figure2.2). The flow of electrons is referredto as current,which is inversely
/ IIMIR YUKSEK TE"KNOlqJiv E~STiTOSOREKTORlUGU
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proportionalto the resistance of WIre. The relation among the current, the
voltagedifferenceandthe resistanceis given by Ohm's law as below:
V= I.R (2.1)
where V IS the volt, I is the current and R is the resistance. The
resistanceof a material is dependenton the shapeanda material constantcalled
theelectricalresistivity, that is,
(2-2)
p=electricalresistivity.
The reciprocal of electrical resistivity gives the conductivity;
1
0"=-;
p
a=electrical conductivity.
A
I
(2-3)
Figure 2.2. Flow of electrons In a conductor In the presence of an applied
electric field.
Electrical resistivities of some materials are listed in Table 2.1.
Electricalconductivity is determinedby the numberof charge carriers (n), the
chargecarried by each carrier (q), and the mobility of the carriers (Il) as
expressedbelow;
a =nqll.
6
The units are
1 '= ( earri:rs) ( eoulo~bS)( em/ sec)ohm.em em carner volts/ m
There are two major mechanisms of electrical conductivity. One is
electronicconductivity and the other is ionic conductivity. Metals are the most
widely recognized materials having electronic conduction and have several
typesof crystal structuresin which the metal atoms are bound togetherwith
theiroutervalence electrons by metallic bonding. These valence electrons are
delocalizedin the metallic structure.They are sharedby many atoms and are
notbound to any particular atom. These valence electrons are called charge
carriers,which have an importantrole on the conductivity of materials. These
chargecarriers are accelerated,when an electric field is applied and move in
oppositedirection of electric field [19, 35].
A second major mechanism of electrical conductivity in materials is
WillC conductivity. In this case, ions carry the electrical charges. Therefore,
ionicconductivity is observedin the materialshaving ionic bonding. Electrons
arerelatively free to move in a metallic conductor under the influence of an
electricfield, but the movementof ions is limited in a crystal structure.Each
positiveion is surroundedby negativeions and eachnegativeion is surrounded
bypositiveions. The overall chargeis balancedand all the ions are in stateof
equilibrium.An additional energy is given to supply the movementof an ion.
Ionic conductivity for a specific material arises at the point where the ions of
the material gain sufficient thermal energy to overcome the energy barrier
underthe influence of electric field. Ionic conductivity is affected by many
factors.Ionic conductivity increasesas the temperatureincreases.An ion must
havealternativepositions to move into and must not alter the overall charge
balanceby themovement[19, 35].
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Table 2-1. Electrical resistivities of some metals, polymers, and ceramics at
room temperature[35].
Material Resistivity (ohm-em)
Copper
1.7x 10.6
Ir n
0 x 10,6
Tu gsten
5 5 ,
G ld
2.4 lO,6
e
4
Diamond
x 1014
Si02
>1014
F re-clay briek
8
Al203T flon
16
Nylon
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Some ceramIc materials exhibit ionic conductivity. These ceramICSare
halidesand chalcogenides of silver and copper where the metal atoms are
disorderedover several sites, oxides of the fluorite structuredoped to cause a
high concentration of oxygen vacancies and oxides with the beta-alumina
structurethat contain large structural channels through which monovalent
cationscanmove. Varieties of applicationsof ionically conductiveceramicsare
basedon oxygen ion conduction through doped Zr02. These applications
include oxygen sensors, the oxygen pump, electrolysis, SOx-NOx
decomposition,andthe solid oxide fuel cell.
Most ceramicmaterialsdo not conduct or transmitelectric currentsince
theydo not have mobile electrons or ions. This type of ceramic material is
calledelectrical insulator. The resistivity of a ceramic material is temperature
andimpurity dependentand decreaseswith the increasing temperatureand the
amountof impurities [35].
Electrical insulators are used to isolate all electrical circuits. Ceramics
areused where high strength, elevated temperature,heat dissipation or long
8
termhermecity (scaled from exposureto the atmosphere)are required. Among
the applications of ceramic electrical insulators are integrated circuit chip
carriers,spark plug insulators, microwave and X-ray tube components, and
thermocouple protection tubes [35]. The largest application or ceramic
electrical insulators is for substrates and packages for silicon chips for
integratedcircuits.
Some ceramics are also used in semiconductordevices. Semiconductor
materialshave resistivity betweenthatof conductorsand insulators. The energy
gapof insulators is so large, however, the energygap of a semiconductormay
be overcome by supplying a sufficient amount of energy which allows the
electronsbridge the energy gap and conduction occurs. There are two types of
semiconductors:
l.Intrinsic semiconductors
2.Extrinsic semiconductors
Intrinsic semiconductorsarepure materialsand semiconductivity is their
inherent,natural property. Some of the group IV A materialssuch as Si, Ge, Sn
possessintrinsic semiconductivity.Nevertheless,someintrinsic semiconductors
do not have low enough resistivity to be useful at room temperaturein an
electroniccircuit. The desired level of resistivity is achieved by introducing
impurities.These impurities enhancethe properties of semiconductors.These
typesof semiconductorsare called extrinsic semiconductorsand divided into
two groups: n-type extrinsic semiconductors and p-type extrinsic
semiconductors[25, 35].
Electronic ceramICSare applied to semiconductordevices generally in
theform of thin film. Films can be grown by epitaxial techniques, chemical
vapordeposition, and other deposition techniques.Among the applications of
ceramiCS III semiconductor devices are photoconductor, thermistor,
photomultiplier,rectifiers, transistors,and varistors [35].
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Superconductivity was first discovered in 1911 by Heike Kamerlingh
Onnes.He has found that electrical resistivity was zero at 4.2 oK. This
behaviouris called as superconductivity.Many substanceswere found that they
exhibit superconductivity below a certain temperature(Tc) which is called
critical temperature and materials showing this behaviour are called as
superconductors.In recent years, high Tc superconductors (Tc is typically
above30oK) were synthesizedsuchas Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O (Tc is around 130oK) or
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O (Tc is around 120oK) compounds.
Superconductingceramics find uses in either thin film or bulk forms in
theapplicationsof those including laboratorymagnetsand high energyphysics.
Futureapplicationsof thesesuperconductorsmay contain quantuminterference
devices (SQUIDs), electrical power transport, magnets, motors, and in
communicationand computerequipment.
Dielectric ceramics,which arevery importantand widely usedin modern
technology,are anotherclass of electronic ceramics.Dielectric ceramicscan be
usedin the either bulk, thick or thin film form. Among the most important
dielectricceramics are PLZT (lead lanthanumzirconate titanate), PZT (lead
zirconatetitanate),PMN (lead magnesiumniobate),BaTi03, SrTi03, etc.
Polarizability is an importantpropertyespecially for dielectric ceramics.
Whenan electric field is applied to a dielectric ceramic, the negative and
positivechargesare displaced at the oppositesides of the material. As a result
of thisdisplacementan electric dipole momentis created.
There are several types of polarization mechanismssuch as electrical,
orientation(dipolar), ionic, and interfacial polarization. Electrical polarization
is observedin all dielectric materials. The mechanism is based on the very
slight shift of the electron cloud around the nucleus through the positive
electrode.The nucleus of atommovesin oppositedirection.
Dielectric constant (relative permittivity) may be defined as the degree
of polarizability or charge storage capability of a material. When an electric
field is applied to the two parallel metal plate in the vacuum, one plate is
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positively and the other is negatively charged. When a dielectric material is
placedbetweenthesetwo plates, the material polarized and the density of the
chargeson the plates changes. The ratio of charges on the plate without a
dielectricmaterial to the charges with a dielectric material gives the relative
permittivity. Dielectric constant is temperature and frequency dependent
[25,35].
Dielectric breakdown strengthis the maximumelectric field value thata
materialcan withstand without broken down and allowing the current to pass.
Whenthevoltagedifference reachto a critical value, the currentpassesthrough
thematerialand causesa shortbetweenthe electrodes.
Ferroelectric materials involve permanentlypolarized crystals even in
theabsenceof electric field. The crystal possessesa finite polarization vector
due to the separation of negative and positive charges. The direction of
polarizationcanbe changedby applying the electric field.
Ferroelectric behaviour is dependenton the crystal structure.The crystal
mustbe noncentric and must contain alternateatom positions or molecular
orientationsto permit the reversal of the dipole and the retention of the
polarizationafter the voltage is removed. BaTi03 is an adequateexample to
ferroelectricmaterials.BaTi03 has an cubic structureabove 120°C (The Curie
Temperature).Ti4+ ion lies in the centerof the cube of which the oxygen ions
areplacedon the faces and Ba2+ ions are on the corners. When the crystal is
introducedto an electric field, the center Ti4+ ion is displaced in the electric
field direction and the crystal is polarized. However, after the removal of
electricfield, the ion revertsto its original position [25, 35].
One important parameter for the ferroelectric materials IS the Curie
temperatureat which the ferroelectric propertiesof a material change.Below
theCurie temperature,the structureof crystal becomestetragonal.The center
atomshifts very slightly from the center position. The center of mass of
negativechargesdoes not coincide with the center of mass of positive ions.
Hence,a small dipole moment is created.However, above Curie temperature,
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thestructurebecomescubic, the centerscoincide at the centerof the cube,thus
no ferroelectricity, no polarization and no hysteresis loop, and the crystal
becomesparaelectric.
When the SrTi03 is cooled below the Curie temperature,the structureof
a crystal becomes tetragonal, the center atom changes the position, and the
crystal is polarized. During this process, not all Ti4+ ions shift in the same
direction.Each Ti4+ ion has an equalprobability of moving towards six oxygen
ions lying on the faces of the cube. As a result, all dipoles are in the same
direction.A region of the crystal in which the dipoles are aligned in a common
directionis called a domain.
The direction of the polarization may be alteredby applying an electric
field in the oppositedirection of thepolarity of theoriginal dipole. In this case,
Ti4+ ion movesthroughthe centerof the cubeandis placed at the oppositeside
of theoriginal position.
Piezoelectric materials are polarized, when a stressis applied. One side
of the material is negatively chargedand the other side is positively charged.
This effect is called as piezoelectricity. Reversible process is also available.
When electric field is applied to piezoelectric material, a small amount of
mechanicaldeformation is observed.The direction of mechanical deformation
dependson thedirection of the applied field.
Piezoelectricity is observed only in certain crystals. All ferroelectric
crystalsare piezoelectric but not all piezoelectric crystals are ferroelectric.
Piezoelectricityis the property of crystals, which have no centerof symmetry.
32 types of crystal classes are reported. Among these 32 types of crystal
classes,20 can exhibit piezoelectricity. These 20 types of crystal class have no
centerof symmetry.All types of cubic crystalshavea centerof symmetry.If an
imaginarylin~ passing through the center of the crystal, intersects any two
pointson the opposite faces at a equal distancefrom the center, that crystal is
saidto have a center of symmetry. The crystal with a center of symmetry
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exhibitsno polarization when stressed.Because,the center of the mass of the
negativechargesalways coincides with thatof positive charges.
Pyroelectric crystals are special class of piezoelectric crystals. 10 types
of piezoelectric crystal classes are pyroelectric. Pyroelectric crystals are
polarizedwhen they are heated.Heating of the crystal results in mechanical
deformationdue to the thermal expansionwhich causes a displacementin the
positioncenteratomhigher dipole moment[35].
Piezoelectric ceramics generally find applications In the converSIOnof
mechanicalforce to the electrical signal or vice versa. One example is the
phonographpickup. The stylus causedto vibrate by the contours in the groove
of the record. The vibration is converted to an electrical signal by a
piezoelectricceramic. The electrical signal then amplified and converted into
audiblesound waves. Another application areasof piezoelectric ceramics are
microphones,headphones, hydrophone, piezoactuators, ultrasonic cleaners,
sonicdevicesandbandpass filters [35, 38].
LiTa03 is one of the important pyroelectric materials. Pyroelectric
materialshavewide rangesof applicationareas.For example,LiTa03 is usedin
ascanningmicrocalorimetercapableof sensitivity in the submicrocalorierange.
Otherapplications for pyroelectric ceramics include optical sensors, thermal
bolometersfor inferred measurements,and devices for gas-flow measurements
[35,38].
IlMIR YUKSfK TEKNOLOJi fNSTiTUSO
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CHAPTER III
STRONTIUM TITANATE, PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS
Strontium titanate (SrTi03) is a ferroelectric material and has a cubic
perovskitestructure.In the cubic structureof SrTi03, as seen in the figure 3.1,
Strontiumatoms are placed at the corner of the cube and the Ti+4 cation is
surroundedby six 02- anions in a tetragonalarrangementin the cubic unit cell
of SrTi03.
Figure3.1. Structureof StrontiumTitanate aboveTc.
Perovskite ferroelectrics are of interest for high temperature and
electronicapplications because of its unique properties. SrTi03 possesses
beneficial characteristics as a perovskite material. It has high dielectric
constant,high breakdown strength, chemical and thermal stability. It has a
dielectricconstant of 285-320at room temperature.The tetragonal to cubic
phasetransformationof SrTi03 (Tc) is 105oK. The lattice parameters,a and c,
are3.906A and 3.949A for tetragonalstructureand latticeparametera is 3.905
A for cubic structure [16]. Figure 3.2 exhibits the pictorial view of the
tetragonaland cubic crystal structuresof SrTi03. The physical properties.of
SrTi03 arelisted in table 3.1.
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Table3.1. Physical Propertiesof SrTi03 [16]
Density:
Melting Point:
ThermalExpansion Coefficient:
Thermalconductivity:
Specific resistivity:
5.12 g/cm3
20800C
120 milliwatts/cm °c at 100°C
>109Wcm
The unique propertiesof SrTi03 madeit to find many applications in the
electronicindustry in recentyears.Among theseapplicationsare cell capacitors
in DRAMs, Internal Boundary Layer (IBL) capacitors, grain boundary barrier
(GBBL) capacitors, low voltage non-ohmic thermistors (varistors), voltage
controlledmicrowave dielectrics, electrodesfor the photoassisted electrolysis
of water, oxygen sensors, and as a substrate for high-Tc superconductors.
SrTi03 may be readily convertedinto n-type semiconductorby either reduction
or doping.SrTi03 is also used in the immobilization of high-level radioactive
wastein ceramic form. All theseapplicationsof SrTi03, especially thosebased
onelectricalproperties,dependgreatly on variations in the type and amountof
impurities,particle size, homogeneityand handling procedure [13]. SrTi03 is
usedin applicationsin the form of eitherthin film or powder.
• ,<,'r~+
Oo~
• Tj1+
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Figure3.2.Cubic andTetragonalStructuresandlatticeparametersof SrTi03
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CHAPTER IV
STABLE COLLOIDAL DISPERSION PREPARATION
In ceramic processing, the stability of colloidal ceramic dispersions IS
very important for numerousoperations such as powder preparation, milling,
shapeforming (slip casting, tapecasting), coating,deposition, etc. The stateof
dispersionsignificantly influences the green density of sintered ceramics. The
highdensityandhomogeneityof greenmicrostructureof ceramiccompactsmay
beobtainedby well dispersed,stable ceramicdispersions. Ceramic dispersions
in liquids are commonly unstableand inhomogeneousbecauseof the tendency
of ceramicparticlesto agglomerate[26].
The behavior of the particles within the suspensionis controlled by the
mutualrelation between the particles. The attraction and repulsion forces
betweenthe particles play a common role in the stability of suspension.
Betweentwo particles in the suspension,Van der Waals forces causeattraction
andthe similarly chargeddouble layer around particles causesrepulsion. Van
derWaals forces always present,however, repulsiveforces are the consequence
of theinteractionbetweenparticles that have similar surface charges [26, 29,
44].
There are mainly two types of stabilization method according to
repulsionmechanisms between the particles, electrostatic stabilization and
electrostericstabilization. Electrostatic repulsion is based on the interaction
betweentwo identical particles, having similar surface charges,with electrical
doublelayers. Steric repulsion is the result of the interaction between two
particleswith a polymers, long chainedmicromoleculesadsorbedat the surfaces
[29,44].
4.1ELECTROSTATIC STABILITY
The stability of suspensionin a polar fluid, such as water, is attainedby
regulatingtheelectrostaticrepulsion forces betweenthe particles. The particles
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m a liquid have a tendency to agglomerate.Agglomeration of particles is
preventedby balancing therepulsive and attractiveforces betweentheparticles.
The origin of the repulsive force for the suspension in the polar media is
electricaldouble layer. Electrical double layer formed aroundthe particle plays
animportantrole in the colloidal stability.
4.1.1Electrical Double layer
The behaviour and the stateof the particle/liquid interface are described
bytheElectrical Double Layer theory.A surfaceelectrical chargeappearswhen
a particle is introduced to a liquid. This may be as a consequenceof several
mechanismsuch as ionization, ion adsorption or ion dissolution. Surface
chargesof the particle attract the nearby ions of opposite charge in the
surroundingsolution and repel the ions of similar charge. This causesa layer
aroundthe particle of which surface chargesare balancedby counter ions. As
seenin the figure 4.1, Electrical Double Layer consists of two parts: inner part
(alsocalled Stern layer) which is very nearto theparticle surfaceand the outer
part.In the inner part, the dimensionsof ions and the short-rangeinteractions
betweentheions determinethechargeandpotentialdistribution. Outer (diffuse)
partconsistsof ions, which are in thermalmotion and distributed accordingto
thebalanceof electrostaticforces. In the inner part the concentrationof ions are
veryhigh comparedwith outerpart. As moving far from theparticle surface,the
ionconcentrationdecaysand, at last, attainsthe concentrationof bulk solution.
As the chemical equilibrium is established, the potential is balanced by the
electrical charge created by the ions distributed in bulk solution and
approximatesto zero where as the potential at the particle surface has its
maximumvalue [29, 44]. The distribution of potential along the path from the
particlesurfacethrough the bulk solution is given by the Poisson-Boltzmann
equationwith Debye-Huckel approximation:
(4-1)
where\jf is thepotential at a distancex andK is the inverseDebye length.
K is givenby;
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K= (4-2)
where z is the valency, e electron charge (1.602l9x10-19C), Co is the
bulk concentration of ions, k Boltzmann constant (1.38066x10-23 J/K), T
temperature,E and EO the permittivity of the solution and vacuum,respectively.
11K givesthedouble layer thickness.
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+
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Distancehom
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Figure4.1. Schematicof Electrical Double Layer [44].
4.1.2ZetaPotential
The interactionbetweenthe particles within the suspensIOnis regulated
by theoverlapof their diffuse layers. Thus, the potential at the Stern layer and
thediffusedouble layer directly influencesthe interactionbetweentheparticles.
Withthemovementof the particle surface,the ions, in a certain distancefrom
thesurfaceof the particles, of the approximate amount of surface charges
remainwith the surface. The plane at that distanceis called shear plane. The
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shearplane is placed slightly furtheraway from the Stern layer. The potentialat
theshearplane is called zetapotential (l;) which is slightly less than thatof the
Sternlayer [26, 29, 44].
Zeta potential is dependenton several parameterssuch as pH value,
permittivityof liquid, type and concentrationof particles and electrolytesin the
suspension.Zeta potential is very importantparameterin colloidal stability and
normally decays from positive values to negative values as the pH of the
suspensionincreases.The pH value wherezetapotential of a certainmaterial is
zerois the isoelectric point, pHiep' It is reportedthat the stability of the colloid
is obtainedwhere the absolutevalue of zeta potential is higher than that of the
isoelectricpoint [29].
At isoelectric point, the surfacechargedensity and the surfacepotential
arezero.The solid, which shows thesecharacteristicsat a certainpoint, is said
to be at its point of zero charge (PZC). PZC is a very important parameterin
determiningthe colloidal stability. At PZC, the dispersion is destabilized.
Stabilizationis achievedwhen thepH is kept sufficiently far from thePZC [29].
Stability of colloids is determinedby the balancebetweenthe repulsive
andattractiveforces betweenthe particles. The electrical double layers of two
particlesoverlap if they areclose enoughto eachother. The degreeof electrical
double layer overlap determines the rate of repulsive force between two
particles if the stability is caused by the particle charge (electrostatic
stabilization).The attractiveforce betweentwo particles is a result of Van der
Waalsinteraction. The interaction between two particles and the stability of
powderdispersion in a polar media is described by DL VO theory. The total
energybetweenthe two particles in a suspensionis given by the summationof
repulsive(VR) andattractive(V A) forces.
(4-3)
Theattractiveandtherepulsiveforces areas given below:
IllMIR YUKSEK TE_KNOl~Ji~E~STiTOSOR TORIIlr,1I
(4-4)
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v _ -A12a
A - 12h
where;
(4-5)
E and Eo thepermittivity of thesolution andvacuumrespectively,a radius
of theparticles, S zetapotential, K inverseDebye length, h the distancebetween
theparticles, AI2 effective Hamakerconstantfor the suspension.
Figure 4.2 representschange in repulsive and attractive forces and the
consequenttotal energy curve with respect to the distance between particles
schematically.Primary minimum refers to very strongaggregationat very close
distancesof separationwhereBorn repulsionmayoccur as a result of overlapof
electron clouds in the atoms. Aggregation of the particles in the primary
mlnlmUm IS an irreversible process. The particles in the primary minimum
shouldexceeda potential barrier to flocculate. Very high energy is required to
deflocculatethe particles again. However, the flocculation of particles in the
secondaryminimum is a reversible process. Particles may be separatedby
givinga small amountof energysuchas gentlestirring.
Electrostatic repulsion is controlled by changing the IOnIC strength,
compositionandthepH of thesystem.
4.2 ELECTROSTERIC STABILITY
In non-polar organic systems,electrostaticrepulsion becomesweak and
stabilityis achieved by steric repulsion, which is based on the interaction
betweenlong-chainedpolymer moleculesadsorbedto the surfaceof theparticle.
Thesemoleculesmay consist of hydrocarbonswith acid or basic headgroupsor
of amphipaticblock copolymers. Adsorbed polymer molecules form a thick
layeraroundthe particle. This steric layer consists of loops, tails and trains as
seenin the figure 4.3. The thicknessof the layer dependson the concentration
ofpolymerin the suspension,its molecular mass,the solubility of the polymer
in the dispersing medium and the attractive forces between the polymer
segmentsandthesurface.
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There are mainly two steric repulsion mechanismswhich lead to the
colloidal stability, osmotic effect and entropic or volume restriction. As two
particles approach each other, the polymer layer around the particles
interpenetratewhich leads to an overall increase in the density of polymer
segments.Therefore, osmotic pressure between the particles increases. This
results in the increase in repulsive forces. Furthermore, depending on the
additionalapproachof these two particles, the volume betweenthe particles is
limited.The volume restriction betweenthe particles leads to an unfavourable
decreasein the chain entropy,thus an increasein theoverall free energythus in
repulsion[29, 44].
Unlike electrostatically stabilized suspenSIOns,most steric dispersions
areextremelysensitiveto temperaturevariations, flocculating on eithercooling
orheating,This effect is reversible andcan be attributedto the special polymer
solvency[29].
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Figure4.2. Particle-particle potential energy of interaction as a function of
surfaceto surfaceseparationdistance[44].
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Figure4.3. The loops, trains and tails of the molecule adsorbedonto particle
surface[29].
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CHAPTER V
RHEOLOGY
Rheology studies the deformation of the materials under applied stress
anddefinesflow properties such as viscosity shearrate, shear stress, etc. The
termrheologywas derived from the old Greek word "Rhe" which meansflow.
Whenliquids aresubjectedto stress,they deformreversibly or irreversibly. The
responseof a liquid against the applied stress is generally expressed as
viscosity.The viscosity of a fluid is a measureof the internal resistanceoffered
totherelativemotion of different partof fluid.
Fluids are basically divided into two classesaccording to the behaviour
indicatedagainst applied shear stress, Newtonian, and non-Newtonian fluids.
Figure5-1 is known as the flow curve or rheological diagram and shows the
relationbetweenshearrate and shearstress.Newtonian fluids possessa linear
proportionalitybetween the shear rate and shear stress. In this case, when a
forceis appliedto the fluid of a given surfacearea,the fluid immediatelybegins
to flow. As the force per area is increased, the velocity of flow increases
proportionally.In rheology, the force per unit areais called shearstressand the
velocityof flow is rateof shear.Mathematically,therelationship is expressedas
follows:
F/A=-r;=T](dv/dy)
where:
F/A=-r;= shearstress
dv/dy=velocity gradient(shearrate)
T]=Proportionality constant(viscosity)
IZMIR YUKSEK TEKNOlOJi ENSTiTUSU
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Someexamplesto Newtonian fluids are water, alcohol, glycerin, syrup,
etc.
Non-Newtonian fluids are classified into three groups, plastic
pseudoplasticand dilatant fluids. Plastic fluids, also called as Bingham
materials,exhibit similar behaviourwith Newtonian fluids but the difference is
thatplasticfluids do not flow until a certain value of shear stress is reached.
Thepointwherefluid begins to flow is called as yield point and the magnitude
of shearstress at this point is called as yield stress. The behaviour of these
liquidsis expressedby Binghammodel:
(5.2)
where:
1y=yield stress
y =shearrate
This typeof flow behavior is typically observedin suspensionsand other
viscousliquids like ketchup.
Shear
Stress,1
Yield Point
Fluids
< Dilatant Fluid
Shearrate,y
Figure5.1.Rheologicaldiagram.
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The secondtype of non-Newtonian flow behavior, pseudoplasticfluid is
non-linear.The flow begins immediately when the stress is applied, however,
theviscosityof the liquid decreaseswith increasingshearstress.In otherwords,
increasingshearratesresults in a gradualincreasingof shearstress.This typeof
flow behavior is also called shear thinning. The examples are toothpaste,
whippedcreamor weakly flocculatedsuspensions.
As in the caseof pseudoplasticflow, in dilatant systemsthe flow begins
immediatelywhen the stress is applied. As the stress is continually applied,
however,the viscosity of the liquid increases. These types of liquids (eg.,
suspensionswith a solid contentof morethan50%) arecalled shearthickening.
There are two other types of fluids, thixotropic, rheopecticfluids, which
arethesubclassof pseudoplasticand dilatant fluids, respectively.The viscosity
of thixotropicfluids decreasesas time goesby whereasrheopecticfluids exhibit
anincreasein viscosity with time.
5.1Electrorheology
Electrorheology may be defined as the changein rheological properties
of dispersionunder applied electrical field. Electrorheological phenomenonwas
first reportedby W. M. Winslow in 1949. His studies were including starch,
carbonand silica particles in oil [1]. He observedthe fibrillation of particles
underapplied electric field and subsequentchangein rheological propertiesof
suspensionswith respect to applied electric field. Electrorheological fluids
containpolarizable, dielectric particles dispersed III low-dielectric, insulating
fluid. Under applied electric field, particles form fibrils and chains in a very
shorttimesuch as milliseconds and suspensionexhibits resistanceagainstflow;
in other words its apparent viscosity increases. Change in the rheological
propertiesof suspensionis observedunderappliedelectric field. The suspension
maybe considered as solidified. However, following the removal of electric
field,the suspensionreverts to its original state.Electrorheology is not only in
theinterestof academicsbut also in industry, because its umque properties
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makeit possible to transfer energy and control motion efficiently [20]. ER
fluidsare investigatedfor the uses in some applications such as in some
automobileparts (brakes, clutches), valves, robotic controls, etc. However,
sometechnicalproblems appear in the usage of ER fluids such as long term
suspensionstability, temperaturerange,and high power demandfor heavy-duty
applications.
Electrorheologicalfluids arecomposedof polarizable particles dispersed
in insulatingoil. The dimensions of the particles are reported in the range of
0.04-100 Ilm in diameter[2, 15, 20,48]. It is reportedthat althoughneitherthe
lowernortheupperlimit of theparticle size was strictly defined, the uppersize
of theparticlesshould be one-tenthof the electrodespacing.The lower limit is
alsodueto fact thatat some level, Brownian motion may dominateinteractions
thatgive rise to the ER effect [2, 20]. Many ER fluid compositions were
investigated.The particles were chosen from both organic and inorganic
materials.Amongthesematerialsarezeolites, ion exchangeresins, starch,flour,
strontiumtitanate,titanium dioxide, silica, glass, etc. These particles were
dispersedin oils having high dielectric breakdown strengthand low electrical
conductivity.The oil may be cooking oil, silicon oil, mineral oil and
halogenatedhydrocarbons.Some ER compositionsare listed and investigatedin
detailsin [2, 15].
Many particle-oil variations were studied by many researchers. The
propertiesof particleand oil propertiesare importantto optimize the ER effect.
Someresearcherslisted properties of both particles and oils. The particles
shouldhave high dielectric constant, and electrical breakdown strength, low
conductivity.Density of particles influences the sedimentationrate. Particles
witha high density generally have more tendencyto settle down. Oils should
havelow conductivity,high electricalbreakdownstrengthand low viscosity.
Theparticleconcentrationin theER fluid hasa greatinfluence on theER
effect.The concentrationis generallychosenbetween0.05 and 0.50. ER fluids
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atverylow particle concentrationsdo not exhibit strong and significant ER
effect.At high particle concentrations,it is observed that fluid may conduct
electricityathigh electric field, which causesa drop in ER effect. The zero field
viscositymaybe very high athigh concentration,which is not preferable.
Electrorheological fluids generally exhibit Newtonian behavior prior to
theapplicationof electric field. However, following the applicationof electrical
fieldthefluid approximatesto Bingham model [1, 15,22,43]. The rheological
behaviourof theBingham fluid is describedby.
r(y, E) =r0 +,uy (5.3)
-r=ShearStress,'to=Fielddependentyield stress,y=shearrate,Il=viscosity
Upon applicationof electric field, the particles arepolarized. As a result
ofpolarization,the attractionand repulsion forces appearbetweenthepolarized
particlesandresult in subsequentchain andfibre formation.As a result of these
chainand fibre formation, ER fluid shows certain strengthagainst flow. The
flowof fluid is setas the deformationof thesechainsbegins. The yield stressis
a very critical parameter for the suitability of electrorheological fluids in
applications,especially in stress transfer applications. Below the yield stress,
theelectrorheologicalfluids show solid like behaviour.On applying an electric
fieldto theelectrorheologicalfluid, a significant increasein the amountof yield
stressis observed,while theplastic viscosity is not changedinherently [22].
The main phenomenonof the ER effect is polarization. Two polarization
typesare considered. One is extrinsic polarization and the other is intrinsic
polarization.Extrinsically polarisable ER fluids include hydrophilic particles
thatrequirewateror someotherpolar activator(low molecular weight alcohols
or amines)to obtain measurableER activity. The amountof water required to
optimizeER effect is 1-10%. Water consistencylimits the temperaturerangefor
ER applications.High temperaturescause water to evaporateand subsequent
decreasein ER effect.High voltagesapplied to ER fluid causeheating.
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Extrinsically polarisable particles are categorisedas polar non-ionic and
polarionic materials.The formers arepolar hydrophilic solids that containonly
atraceamountof mobile ions (e.g. polysaccharides),the inorganic oxides with
surfacehydroxyl group (e.g. silica or alumina). Polar non-ionic materials
generallyexhibit little ER effectwhen an activatoris not present.Becausethere
arefew mobile ions to form dipoles by charge separation and because the
materialsgenerallyhave low permittivities, one hypothesis is that polarization
resultsfrom alignment of the dipoles of the high permittivity polar activator
sorbedonthesurfaceof theparticle [20].
In contrast,polar ionic materialscontainmobile ions. These materialsare
generallypolymeric salts that allow large dipoles to be formed by charge
separationof ions. In most cases, a polar activator is neededto provide ion
solvationand mobility. Monovalent ions usually provide the best performance
possiblybecausethey are easily solvatedand arevery mobile.. The monovalent
saltsof polymericcarboxylic acid maybe given as an example.
Intrinsically polarisable materialsdo not require polar activator. That is
whythetemperaturerangefor ER activity is expanded.Intrinsically polarisable
materialscan functionpredominantlyby bulk polymerisation (e.g. ferroelectrics
andliq. Crystals) or by interfacial polarization (e.g. metals,semiconductorsand
insulatedconductors).Ferroelectrics can develop large dipole momentsby the
alignmentof existing molecular dipoles or by the field induced distortion of
crystalstructures.The polarization can be obtained without flow of ions or
electronsacrossthe particle, so the polarization does not contribute to overall
conductivity.Becausethepolarization is theresult of moleculardipoles [20].
Conducting and semi-conducting materials develop large dipoles by
allowingelectronsor protons to flow along extendeddelocalised conductance
bands.Conducting and semi-conducting materials develop large dipoles by
allowingelectronsor protons to flow along extendeddelocalised conductance
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bands.Conducting and semi-conductingmaterials are polarized very fast and
createverylargedipoles.
In case of contact between conductive particles after imposition of
electricfield, the loss of dipole is observed as a result of particle to particle
chargetransfer.This causesconsiderablereductionin ER effect.
To supply the ER effect, ac or dc field is used. DC field causes
electrophoresis(collection of particles onto one electron). To prevent
electrophoresispulsed DC or AC field is used. ER fluids are frequency
dependent.At high frequencies, particles might not be polarized on time.
Particleshould reverse its polarization fast enough.For any ER system,there
will be an AC frequency over which ER effect will drop. At very high
frequenciesno ER effect is detected.Pulsed DC decreasesthe electrophoresis
mobility,improves on AC by increasing ER stress and decreasingthe power
consumption.Pulsed DC offers the flexibility to modify ER properties by
changingthepulse frequencyand length.
There are many possible applications of electrorheological fluids. The
possibleapplicationsof electrorheologicalfluids aremostly basedon the ability
of forcetransfer of these fluids and vibration damping [20]. Possible devices
includeelectrorheological clutches, brakes, hydraulic valves, active damper
systems,androbotic control systems.
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CHAPTER VI
POWDER PROCESSING OF ELECTRONIC CERAMICS
In recent years, advanced ceramICSsuch as electronic ceramICSfound
manyapplicationareaswith developingtechnology.Various types of electronic
ceramicsareformulatedby using different techniques.These techniquesaffect
thepropertiesand morphology of the ceramics. For any application, ceramic
materialshould have convenient properties. To obtain desired properties, the
preparationmethodshould be selectedprecisely. Conventional methodssuch as
mixed-oxideand precipitation methods have been used for many years to
synthesiseceramicpowders.However, somedisadvantagesand limitations come
withtheconventionalmethods.In recentyears,chemicalmethodsare developed
toprevaildesiredpropertiesof ceramics.
Chemical methodsallow to control the propertiesof electronic ceramic
powders.Sol-gel andPechini (liquid-mix) methodsare included in the chemical
preparationmethods. For electronic ceramics, electrical properties such as
dielectricconstant,dielectric breakdownstrengthare importantfor any specific
applicationarea. Chemical methods include such opportunities to control the
stateof aggregation,purity, stoichiometricratios, and homogeneity,which have
affectontheelectricalpropertiesof ceramicspowders.
6.1.Mixed Oxide Method
Mixed oxide method is a very old method in the preparation of
multicomponentoxide ceramic powders. It is based on the calcination of the
mixtureof the salts of desired cation at very high temperatures.The oxides,
carbonatesor hydroxidesof desiredcationsmaybe used as a raw material. The
purityof the raw material is one of the designationfactors for the purity of
ceramicpowder.The salts of desired cations are well-mixed and grinded in a
ballmill and calcined at very high temperatures.The solid statereactions take
IIZMIR YUKSEK TE_KHOWJi EHSriTOsOREKTORlUGO
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placein a mixed oxide method. The homogeneity of the product may be
enhancedby repeatingthe grinding andthe firing steps.
Although the mixed oxide method is relatively cheap, there are some
limitations and disadvantages. Solid state reaction does not ensure the
homogeneityat the molecular level. The powder may have a wide range of
particle size distribution. It is not easy to control the properties. After
calcination,the productmay contain someimpurities which can be the result of
incompleteremoval of carbonatesand other compoundsduring calcination, or
canbe introduced during grinding and milling steps in metallic or ceramic
media.Grinding , milling and sizing steps may be required to obtain desired
particlesize [29, 35].
The mixing oxide method is used for the fabrication of many
multicomponentoxide ceramicpowders.Electronic ceramicssuch as dielectrics
aremostwidely preparedpowdersby mixed oxide method.
6.2. Coprecipitation Method
Coprecipitation method is anotherconventionalmethod,which is based
on the precipitation of hydroxides or oxalates from the aqueous solution of
cations.Single or multicomponentoxide ceramicpowders may be preparedby
thismethod.The aqueoussolution of desiredcations is preparedby solving the
saltsin water, hydrolysing the alkoxides in the presenceof acid. At very low
pHs a clear solution is obtained. By introducing this aqueoussolution to high
pHs, cations are precipitated. The mixture of componentsis obtained during
precipitation.The precipitates are washed to remove the undesired ions. The
precipitatesaredried, milled and calcinedto achieveceramicpowder [29, 35].
Coprecipitation method does not ensure the purity of the product. The
powdermay contain impurities. It is not easyto control the reactionparameters.
Theparticle sizes are not homogenousand the particle size distribution may be
wide.
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6.3Sol-gelmethod
Sol gel method is getting importance III the preparation of advanced
ceramICSin recent years. This method makes it possible to prepare ceramIC
powders with desired properties, good purity, and homogenous particle
distribution. Sol-gel process involves the hydrolization of alkoxides in the
presenceof some additives and is a colloidal route to ceramics in which the
gelationtakesplace after the formationof sol.
Sols are colloidal systemsin which the solid particles in liquid medium,
havingat least one dimension in the range of 1-100 nm, are dispersed in a
dispersionmedium. Sols are very stable,very homogenousand may stay stable
withoutformation of gel in severalmonths.The stability of sol is the result of
strong,long-range columbic attractionsbetweenthe particles. Sols are highly
concentrateddispersions, have very ordered colloidal network, and may be
easilyconvertedinto gels by variousmethods[26,31].
Gels, the coagulatedform of sol, have polymer-like three-dimensional
networkof solid particles throughoutthe sol. In the gel structure,solid particles
forma solid network and a largeamountof solventis entrappedin this network.
Solsmaybe convertedinto gel form by drying (removalof the solvententrapped
in the gel structure) or addition of a suitable electrolyte. The rigidity of gels
preventsthe migration or segregationof atoms during drying and assuresthe
homogeneityat the molecular level [26, 31].
The sol gel methodsimply involves thehydrolysis of the metal alkoxides
in the presenceof alcohol and acid. Since the sol-gel route to ceramic powder
involvesa liquid phase chemical reaction, the end-productis free to dust. The
liquid phase reaction offers a ceramic powder with good purity. The powder
producedhas a homogenousparticle distribution and large surface area,which
permitslower calcination temperature.Desired properties of ceramic powder
maybe easily obtainedby controlling the reactionparametersof sol gel process.
Sol gel route allows the produce ceramic powders with specific properties.
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Allowing to produce particles with specific sizes avoids crushing and grinding
stepsrequired by conventionalprocesses.Sol-gel route also permits to develop
special materials, or configurations such as films, controlled-size spherical
powders,fibers, or monoliths.
The expenseof alkoxide is the disadvantageof sol gel method.However,
thisdisadvantagemay be compensatedby using salts of desired cations instead
of alkoxides in the production of multicomponentoxide powders [26]. Another
disadvantageof sol-gel process arises from the fact that cracks may appear
duringdrying process. In addition, multi-step processing results in additional
processtime and cost [31].
Alkoxides are the raw materialsin thepreparationof ceramicpowder via
solgelmethod.Alkoxides aremoleculesin which a metal atom is boundedto a
alkylgroup via oxygen. The generalformula of metal alkoxides is given as M-
(O-R)n where M is metal atom and R is alkyl group. Alkoxides are very
sensitiveto humidity and C02 in the air. Thus, they must be handledunder an
N2 atmosphere.Hydrolyzation of alkoxides canbe carriedout by the additionof
waterto the alkoxides. Hydrolyzation and condensationreactions are the main
reactionstaking place during sol gel routeto ceramicpowders.
Hydrolysis
M( 0 - R)n +nM' - OR --) nM - 0 - M' +nR - OR Condensation
Since alkoxides are not miscible with water, the sol gel reaction takes
placein the presenceof a common solvent, such as an alcohol. Especially, the
parentalcohol of the alkoxides is used as a solvent, otherwise, an alcohol
exchangereactionmaytakeplace [1]. A homogenousmixture at molecular level
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is obtained by solving the alkoxides in alcohol. The solvent selection IS very
importantto solve thealkoxides completely.
Single component oxides may simply be prepared by hydrolyzing the
alkoxide of desired cation. However, some limitations may come up with
preparationof multi componentoxides. In the preparationof multi component
oxides, multi component alkoxides or combination of single component
alkoxides may be used. However, in the latter case, some problems such as
inhomogeneitiesmay arise, since the hydrolysis rate differs from one alkoxide
to another.This problem may be eliminatedby using salts insteadof alkoxides
[26,29, 6].
Following the mIxmg of all components,a clear solution should be
obtained.Cloudiness or precipitation indicates a segregationof components.
The water and alkoxides react to generatethe structureleading to the sol-gel
transition.This reaction is referredas hydrolysis of alkoxides and is performed
byaddingwater to alkoxide-alcohol solution undervigorous stirring. The purity
of wateris very important,so thatdistilled water is usedfor hydrolysis.
In the sol gel method, acid is used for peptization of the solution. The
typeand the amountof acid are very important in the sol gel process.Usually
HN03, Acetic acid and HCl are most widely used acids. It is reportedthat the
typeof acid plays a much more importantrole than the pH of the system[26].
Hydrolysis at low pH produces a gel that can be calcined to oxide whereas
hydrolysisat high pH nucleatesoxide powderdirectly from solution [29].
Most metal alkoxides are very reactive towards hydrolysis and
condensation.They must be stabilized to avoid precipitation. The chemical
controlof thesereactionsis currentlyperformedby addingcomplexingreagents
that react with metal alkoxides at a molecular level, giving rise to new
molecularprecursors of different structure, reactivity, and functionality. The
amountof acid usedfor peptization influencesthe shapeand size of the particle
[26].
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Gel is formed by drying or by adding suitable electrolyte, after the
formationof sol. Changingthe pH and destabilizationof sol maylead to sudden
formationof gel. Huge amountof liquid phaseis entrappedin the gel structure.
The liquid phasemay be removedby drying the gel. The rate of drying process
influencesthe characteristicsof the gel. High drying ratesmay causecracks in
thegel structure,while very low drying ratesmay allow to obtain bulk shapes
[6].
In fine powderpreparation,manydrying methodsareused suchas freeze-
drying,spray drying and air-drying. The agglomerationis an importantproblem
during drying and the strongestagglomerationsare especially observedin the
air-dried powders. However, freeze-drying method yields powders with less
aggregation[26].
6.4. Pechini Method
The Pechini (liquid mix) methodis a polymeric route to oxide ceramics.
It is a chemical process for ceramic powder synthesis, which was originally
developedby Pechini during 1960s.The main route of the Pechini methodis to
obtain a perfect mixture of metal cations at the molecular level. Complex
compositionsmay be preparedby Pechini method, which permits to produce
over 100 different oxide compounds including high-temperature ceramIC
superconductors such as La1.8SSrO.lSCU04-crand YbazCu307-cr[29]. Some
examplesto oxide ceramic powders preparedby Pechini method are listed in
Table6.1.
Pechini method has advantages compared to conventional powder
processes.Pechini methodallows controlling the stoichiometry,which results in
preparingadvanced ceramic powders of desired properties. In addition, resin
maybe convertedinto oxide at low temperatures.For example,the temperature
of 1273K where BaTi03 powder is producedby solid state reaction between
Bae03 and TiOz is reducedto 923 K by using Pechini method [29]. In other
chemicalprocesses, such as in sol-gel or coprecipitation methods,high-level
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cationsegregationmay occur during precipitation, hydrolysis or condensation.
However,it is believed that less segregationof various cations would occur
duringthe charring step since the cations are entrappedin the char. Moreover,
themixing of cations at the molecular level ensuresthe high purity of the end-
product[27].
Table6.1. PowdersmadebyPechiniMethod[29].
Titanates:
Niobates:
Zirconates:
Chromites:
Ferrites:
Manganites:
Aluminates:
Cobaltites
Silicates:
BaTiO), SrTiO), Pb(La,Zr,Ti)O)
BaNbz06, Pb)MgNbz09
CaZrO)
LaZrO), MgCrz04
LiFeOz, CoFeZ04
LaMnO), YMnO)
LaAlO), MgAlz04
LaCoO), YCoO)
ZnZSi04
In Pechini method,simply themetalatomis boundedby a polycarboxylic
acid,heating results in polyesterification and further heating causespolymeric
resin. An aqueous solution of desired metal cations are prepared in alpha-
carboxylic acid (for example citric acid, poly-acrylic acid, and mucic acid).
Perfect mixing of metal cations at the molecular level may be obtained by
preparing aqueous solution of metal cations in the presence of acid and
polyhydroxy alcohol (such as ethylene glycol). Chelate complexes of metal
cationswith polycarboxylic acid undergo esterification reaction when heated
with the alcohol at around 800 to 110 DC. Figure 7.1 shows the chelation and
polyesterificationreactionstaking place in Pechini process. Further heatingat
moderatetemperatures(around 150-250DC) induces a black ash, which yields
powder when calcined at high temperatures. Calcination temperature IS
generally between 400-6000C. Subsequently, final product is obtained by
oxidizing the cationsat 500 to 9000C.
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Pechini methodis a quiet complexprocessandtherearemanyparameters
affectingthe final product. The ratio of water:acid:alcoholwill affect the final
product. Moreover, the heating schedule during gel setting, charring and
calcinationaffect the final agglomeratemorphology.
Using poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) addssomebenefitswith regardto lead to
a cross-linkedpolymer resin, which may provide more homogenousmixing of
thecations and less tendencyfor segregationduring charring and calcination.
The functionality of poly(acrylic acid), 28, is higher than that of citric acid, 4.
Thus,the higher functionality of PAA should greatlyaid in the formation of a
cross-linkedresin [27].
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CHAPTER VII
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
7.1Chemicals and Materials
Titanium alkoxide was purchasedfrom Aldrich, with minimum purities
of 97.5% for titanium (IV) isopropoxide. Strontium nitrate (Sr(N03h) and
ethyleneglycol (EG) were purchasedfrom Aldrich with purities of 99+% and
99.8%,respectively. Poly acrylic acid (PAA) at molecular weight of 2000 was
also purchased from Aldrich. 2-Propanol (2-P), and nitric acid (NA) with
purities of >99.5% and 65%, respectively were purchased from Merck.
Anhydrouscitric acid (CA) was also purchasedfrom Alfa.
Oils (Depar White oil, Tech-40) used in electrorheologicalexperiments
werepurchasedfrom InteryagPetroleumProducts Industry and Trading Limited
Inc., Izmir, Turkey.
7.2Powder Preparation Methods
In this study, SrTi03 powders were prepared by sol-gel and Pechini
methods.In sol-gel method,the strontiumtitanatepowderpreparationwas based
ontheTi02 sols studiedby Caglar [5]. In sol-gel method,SrTi03 powders were
preparedby using titanium isopropoxide (TISP), isopropyl alcohol (2-P), nitric
acid (NA), and strontium nitrate. In the Pechini route, the same procedure
outlinedby Peschke [32] was used.
Sol-Gel Method: In sol-gel method, two powders were prepared. The
alcohol:Ti4+, water:Ti4+ ratios and amountof chemicalsare listed in Table 7.1.
A required amount of TISP was mixed in half the total amount of 2-P under
continuosstirring. The acidic solution was prepared in a separatebeaker by
mixingthe remaininghalf of the 2-P andNA solution under constantstirring. A
stoichiometricamountof Sr(N03)2 was dissolved in distilled water in a separate
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beaker.This solution was further addedto the acidic solution. The flow diagram
of sol-gel methodis given in Figure 7.1.
Table7.1.Thechemicalsandquantitiesusedin sol-gelprocess.
Ti(ISP)AlcoholA idSr(N03hWater:Ti4+Alco ol:Ti4+(ml)
(ml)(m )gr
TC2
562.80.60653 38621
TC5
12.578.1.518 76
Pechini Method: The chemicalsand quantitiesusedfor thepreparationof
2 Pechini powders are given in table 7.2. In the first batch, EO and TISP were
mixedin 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask and the solution was mixed by a magnetic
stirrerand heatedon a hot plate for 15 minutesprior to the addition of CA. A
requiredamount of CA was addedto the above solution and the solution was
stirreduntil a clear, yellow and viscous solution was obtained.The temperature
wasincreasedgradually.The Sr(N03)2 solution in 125ml of distilled water was
addedto the above solution. The solution remainedclear and heatedabove 100
°c to boil off the water. The processwas completewhen about 100ml of clear
yellowsolution remained.The flowsheetof thePechini processwas given in the
Figure7.2.
In the batch achievedby PAA, 50% by weight of CA was substituted"by
PAA. The mixture was allowed to mix for 15 minutes and PAA was added
slowlyafter the addition of the whole amountof citric acid.
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Table7.2. The chemicalsandquantitiesusedin thePechiniProcess
EG
Ti(ISP)CAPAASr(N03h .
(ml)
mlg)(gr
PCA100
35.720.8818. 2-14.4147
PCA50
35.79 269.2614 414
7.3Charring and Calcination of Precursor Solutions
The gels obtainedfrom sol-gel methodwere dried at 100 DC in an oven
(Nuve FN 500). The dried gel was calcined at 650 DC for two hours with a
heatingrateof 10DC/minin a high temperaturefurnace(Carbolite RHF 1600).
The precursor solution obtainedfrom Pechini methodwas divided into 3
beakersin equal amountsand heatedon a hot plateuntil a viscous, bubbly mass
was obtained. Glassy resins were obtained upon cooling. These resins were
charredat 250 DC for 30 minutes in a box furnace(NUVE MF120). Calcination
wasperformed in a box furnace following the charringprocess. The calcination
conditionsare given in Table 7.3 which was basedon previous work by Peschke
[32].
Table7.3.CalcinationscheduleforPechiniProcess.
Calcination Temperatures(DC)
PCA100
550 for 1 h.700 for 2 h.
PCA50
40 h.6
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7.4Characterization of the Powders
The characterization of powders were performed by usmg Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer (FTIR-820 1, Shimadzu) and
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA-51151H, Shimadzu) and XRD (METU,
Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department).The infrared spectraof
SrTi03 samples were taken by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer
(FTIR-820 1, Shimadzu) using KBr pellet techniques.A typical pellet contains
1-2wt% sample in KBr and was preparedby mixing 0.004 gr SrTi03 powder
with 0.2 gr. of KBr. The mixture was ground in a mortar and pressedunder
vacuumby applying 8 tonnesof pressure.
Thermal properties were examined by Thermogravimetric Analyzer
(TGA-51151H, Shimadzu). Samplesof the dried gels were heatedin a dry N2
streamat a heatingrateof 10°C/min up to 1000°c. In TGA analysis,theweight
lossof 10mg. sampleas a function of temperaturewas determined.
SEM examinationsof the powderswere performedby SEM (lEOL 5200)
provided by School of Dentistry, Ege University. Uniaxially pressedpowders
were coated with gold in order to perform the SEM observation. In order to
determinethe microstructure of the sintered powders an optical mIcroscope
(OLYMPUS BX-60) was used.The sinteredpellets were mountedinto Bakelite
by mounting press (BUEHLER Simplimet 2) polished by Grinder/Polisher
(BUEHLER Metaserv 2000). Prior to optical microscopeanalyses,the mounted
pelletswere chemically etchedwith 10%HCl solution.
Powders were uniaxially pressedat 100MPa by a hand press (Shimadzu
SSP-lOA) and its attachments.Approximately 0.75 gr of powder was loaded
into the die. Dimensions of the pressedpellets were measuredand the green
densitieswere determined.The pelletswere sinteredat 1400°c for two hours in
a high temperaturefurnace (Carbolite RHF 1600). The bulk densities were
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determinedaccording to Archimedesprinciple by using a density determination
kit (SartoriusBP 21OS) aftersintering.
7.5 Suspension Preparation
Powders were milled in ethyl alcohol for 5 hours and ultrasonically
treatedfor 1 hour for the breakdownof agglomerates.After ultrasonic treatment
thesuspensionwas dried at 50 DC in anoven (Nuve FN 500).
The suspensionsof SrTi03 in various solids loading were preparedby
dispersingSrTi03 powder in white oil. The powder-oil mixtures were prepared
in a beaker by mixing with a magnetic stirrer. At very low concentrations
ultrasonictreatmentwas also applied. However, the ultrasonic treatmentwas
observednave no effect on powderdispersionaftera certain solids loading. The
powder was slowly added into the 30 ml of oil while stirring. The weight
percentagesof SrTi03 in oil were 1,5 and 10vol%, for PCA50 powder.
A commercial lubricant oil dispersant(Chevron Chemicals, Oloa 1200-
AshlessSuccinimide Dispersant)was usedto dispersethepowder in oil.
7.6 Rheological Experiments
The rheological behavior of SrTi03 suspenSIOnswas investigated by
USlllga rheometer(Brookfield DV -III RV). The rheological experimentswere
carriedout at different shearratesby using ULA adaptorof the rheometer.
A special set-up was designed and constructed for electrorheological
experimentswhich was attachedto the rheometerand a DC power supply
(LABCONCO, Model 433-3290). The electrorheological experiments were
performedwith 10 vol% suspension. 25 ml of suspension was used in the
experiment.500 V Imm was appliedto the suspension.The diagramof theset-up
for electrorheologicalexperimentis as seenin Figure 7.3.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
8.1Powder Preparation
Two methods of powder preparationwere used in powder preparation
section: the sol-gel and Pechini methods.Sol-gel method is basedon the Ti02
sols studied by Caglar [5]. SrTi03 powders were preparedfrom the gels based
on TC2 and TC5 sols. During sol preparation,no precipitation was observed.
Following the addition of HN03 solution-2-propanolmixture, the sol remained
clear. However, after the addition of Sr(N03)2 solution gelation occurred in a
coupleof secondsdue to this reason.The addition of the Sr(N03)2 solution was
accomplished in a very short time to ensure the complete mixing of sol
particles.All of the Sr(N03)2 solution was addedat once. The gelation of TC2
based gels took a longer time than that of the gels based on TC5 sols. As a
result, it is possible that mixing in a smaller scale was achievedfor TC2 based
sols. Gels formed after the addition of Sr(N03)2 solution were blurry and white
in colour. This is most likely dueto precipitation.The gelatinousmassreleased
its liquid contentpartially aftera shortwhile.
Powders prepared by Pechini route was similar to the procedures
reported earlier by Peschke [32]. The batchescarried out by 100% CA and
50%PAA-50%CA were chosen.Following the addition of Ti(ISP) into EG, the
solutionbecamemilky andviscous. The stirring andheatingwere performedfor
15minutes and due to the heatingof the solution viscosity decreased.Heating
should be carried out very carefully. The solution was kept at about 50-60 DC.
After 15 minutes, CA was added gradually and completely dissolved.
Temperaturewas in the 70-80 DC range.At higher temperaturessegregationwas
observedat the bottom of the Erlenmeyer flask. However, at low temperatures,
thesolution becamevery viscous and difficulties in the dissolution of CA were
observed.CA remained in as a bulky mass. A yellow and clear solution was
obtained after the complete dissolution of CA. The addition of
Sr(N03hsolution madeno changesin appearanceof the solution.
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8.2Powder Characterization
8.2.1 ThermogravimetricAnalysis of Sol-Gel Precursor Solutions
In this study, only the TGA analysesof sol-gel precursors were carried
out. The TGA studiesof Pechini powders had beendone by StevenL. Peschke
[32] as discussed before. The calcination temperaturesfor Pechini based
powders were chosen by referring to his study. TGA analyses of sol-gel
powders were performed in order to decide on the optimum calcination
temperature,which leadsto impurity freepowders.
Figure 8.1 showsplots of theweight loss andpercentreduction in weight
vs. temperaturefor the precursors of the sol-gel method. Water and organics
completely disappeared at around 400°C as seen in Figure 8.1. The large
amountof solvents entrappedin the gel structurewas already removedduring
the drying at 100 °C. The major weight loss around 550-680 °c for TC5 and
around 550-650oC for TC2 is due to the decomposition of nitrates. Beyond
700°C, no significant weight loss was observed and this exhibits that the
formationof SrTi03 maybe carriedout at around650-700°c.
TGA curves indicate that approximately30% of initial weight loss occur
in between 575°C and 675 °c. This weight loss was due to the removal of
nitrates.The weight loss in this temperaturerange was estimatedto be more
than this value, when the amount of nitrates in the starting chemicals
(Sr(N03)2) was taken into account. It was estimatedthat during gelation about
3/4'sof the free Sr2+ ions were boundto nitratesagain.However, 1/4of the Sr2+
ions were assumedto be bound on the surfaceof Ti02 nanoscaleparticles. The
freenitrate ions were assumedto be lost before 575°C. This result maypoint to
a better mixing between Sr2+ and Ti4+ ions in sol-gel powders than in simple
mixing of two separatesolid phases.
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8.2.2FTIR Analysesa/thepowders
The FTIR analyses of the powders were performed in order to
characterize the structure of precursors and to control the quality of the
powdersafter calcination.
FTIR spectra of sol-gel derived powders before calcination is given III
Figure 8.2. The sharp absorption band around 1390 cm-l may be assignedto
asymmetricstretching absorptionof the N03 group of the nitrate salt. During
drying, the large amountof solvententrappedin the gel structurewas removed.
However, at low temperaturesnitratesare still present.The two peaks between
730and 830 cm-Imay be also dueto theabsorptionbandof the nitratesalt. The
broad band around 3440 cm-I may be due to absorption of N-H bond. The
region between 500 and 700 cm-I is generally assignedto inorganic titanates,
M-O stretch. The broad peak at 2450 cm-I possibly indicates the presence'of
NH bond. The absorptionaround 1450cm-Imay indicate the presenceof -CH2
and-CH3 groups.The assymetricNH3 + deformationabsorbsat 1640cm-I.
As it can be seenin Figure 8.3, thepeaksat 3440,2450, 1640,1390,830
and 730 cm-1 disappeared and two new peaks around 550 and 400 cm-1
appeared.The intensitiesof thesepeaksincreasedandthesepeaksbecamemore
evident after calcination. The absorption bands of the certain bonds in this
region may interact and the intensities of the peaks may decreaseresulting in
the formation of such a noisy spectrum.The peaksobservedin this region may
belong to M-O, N-O or N-H bonds and -CH2, -CH3 groups. However, the
formation of SrTi03 phase and the removal of other substancesduring the
calcination may lead to the observationof more distinct peaks belonging to M-
o bonds only. The peak around400 cm-1 correspondsto the titanateabsorption
band for titanates and the peak around 570 cm-I may be assigned to Ti-O
stretchingmode for SrTi03.
Figure 8.4 shows the FTIR spectraof the resin charred at 250°C for 30
minutes. The intense peaks at 1405 and 1550 cm-Imay be due to the typical
antisymmetrical and symmetrical stretching vibrations for carboxylate ions,
which are due to breaks in polyester chains and formation of ionic bonds
A8
betweenthe metal IOns and the carboxylategroups. Esters give an absorption
band in the 2750-2950em-I region, which may be assignedto -CH, -CH2 and -
CH3 carbon-hydrogenstretchingvibrations. Cho et al. [7] reported that esters
formed as a result of esterification of carboxylic acids with ethylene glycol
were still present at 450°C. The absorptionband at 2920 cm-I may be due to
carbon -hydrogen stretchingvibrations of esters.The broad band at 3440 cm-I
maybe attributedto N-H bond. The intensepeak at 440 cm-Icorrespondsto the
formation Ti02 at the charring temperature.This peak showed that charred
precursorcontainedTi02 phase.
As it can be seenfrom Figure 8.5, the spectrumof the Pechini powders
indicated the same behaviour with that of the sol-gel powders. The typical
SrTi03 absorption bands were in the region of 560-600 em-I. The titanate
absorptionbands for the SrTi03 powderswere observedaround400 em-I. These
results were very compatible with the results reportedin the literature [7, 8,
37].
As seenin the Figures 8.3 and 8.5, there is a remarkabledifference in the
intensity of the peaks in the region of 400-700 em-I. The intensity of the peaks
at around400 em-I for sol gel powders is higher than that for Pechini powders.
The intensity of these peaks is also higher when compared with the peaks
around 600 cin-I which are most likely assignedto Ti-O stretching band for
SrTi03. The broad and very weak band in the region of 3300-3600 em-I IS
probably due to adsorption band for Ti02. This may point to the presenceof
Ti02 phasewhich also explains the higher intensityof 400 cm-I peaksthan the
peaks at 600 em-I. These observations along with the XRD patterns may
indicate that the formation of SrTi03 was not complete and impurity phases
such as Ti02 are present in the powders. The spectrum of Pechini powders
agreeswith the XRD results.No peakwas observedin the region of 3300-3600
em-I. The presenceof SrO phase may lead to the more intensepeak at around
600em-I for PCA50 powder.
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8.2.3XRD Analyses a/the Powders
X-ray analysesof the powders were performedin order to determinethe
natureof phases formed after calcination. Figure 8.6 through 8.8 show the X-
ray diffraction patterns of PCA50, PCA100 and TC2 derived powders,
respectively. In Figure 8.6, the XRD pattern of SrTi03 powder prepared by
modified Pechini methodwas indicated.As seen from the figure, typical peaks
of SrTi03 phase were observed.No more peaks except those of SrTi03 were
detected.However, the XRD patternof PCA50 powder includes a new phase
identified by computer matching. The low intensity peak at 28 values of 25
matches to SrO phase. In the study done by Steven L. Peschke [32], two
additionalphaseswere observedin theXRD patternof similar powder calcined
at different temperatures.These phaseswere SrO and SrC03. It was discussed
thatdecompositionof Sr(N03)2 producesSrO andthereaction betweenSrO and
C02 forms SrC03. However, in the presentwork only SrO was detectedas an
impurity phase in the XRD pattern.The XRD patternof the PCA 100 powder
were in good agreementwith the results of the study performed by Cho et al.
[8] andPeschke [32].
The XRD pattern of TC2 derived SrTi03 powder had many impurity
phase peaks besides those of SrTi03 peaks (Figure 8.8). 14 phases including
SrTi03 phase were identified by computermatching.These phaseswere Ti02
phaseand 12 other phases involving different molecular formulas of Ti -0 and
Sr-O compositions.
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8.2.4 SEM analysis
The morphology and particle SIzes of Pechini powders were performed
using SEM photomicrographsat magnificationsof 5000xand 10000x.The SEM
photographsof Pechini powderswere as seenin Figures 8.9 and 8.10.
In Figure 8.9, the SEM picturesof PCA100 powder are illustrated. Some
agglomerationsand a couple of single particles were observed.Apparently, the
size of agglomerateswere in the range of 0.5-1 flm. Single particles may be
consideredas approximatelysphericaland the sizes rangedbetween0.2-0.3 flm.
Figure 8.10 also exhibited the similar results. The average agglomeratesize
vary between 0.5-1 flm and averageparticle diametersize was in the rangeof
0.2-0.5 flm. This resultsmatchedwith thatof StevenL. Peschke [32].
8. 2. 5 Sintering studies
The green densities and the dimensions of the pellets before and after
sintering are listed in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 respectively.The greendensities
of the powders preparedby sol-gel methodare higher than that of the powders
prepared by Pechini. The green densities of the powders prepared by each
methodwere generally above50% theoretical.However, following the sintering
process the bulk densities of the Pechini powders exhibit much higher
theoretical densities than that of the sol gel powders. The bulk densities'of
Pechini powders were typically well above 90% theoretical while the densities
of sol-gel powders remainedaround60% theoretical.The sol-gel powderscould
not be sintered to high densities most likely due to the presence of strong
agglomerates. No shrinkage was observed for sol-gel powders, however,
approximately 20% shrinkage was observed in the dimensions of the Pechini
pellets.
The pellets pressedfrom sol-gel powders were loose and easily gave off
powders on the surfacewhen scratched.Pores on the surfaceof thepellets were
visible. During the mounting process into the Bakelite, some sol-gel powder
pellets were easily crackedand an importantpart of thepowders were lost from
the surface. This was the result of very strong agglomeratesresulting In very
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low compaction. However, Pechini powders did not show such that behaviour.
The surfaces of the Pechini powder pellets were very smooth, and the
compactionwas significantly better.
Table8.1. % theoreticaldensitiesof powdersbeforeandaftersintering
Calcination% Theoretical% TheoreticalOpen PorePowders
Temperatur sDensityDe sity
(oC)
(Green Bodies)(1400 °C)
%
PCAIOO
550oC1700oC49.492.70.3
PCA50
40 ° /60 °8 295.41
TC2
650°C57.35812 90 9 76216
Table8.2.Dimensionsof thepelletsbeforeandaftersintering.
Calcination
Dimensions beforeDimensions after
Powders
Temperatures
sintering
sintering (1400 °C)
(oC)
D (em)t (em)D
PCAI00
550oC1700oC13.052.2510.471.80
PCA5
400° /600°9486503
TC2
650°C13.06964 7
Figures 8.11 through 8.13 show the optical mIcroscope pictures of
sinteredpellets at different magnifications. Each pellet was chemically etched
with 10% HCI solution. Figures 8.11 a and b illustrate the photomicrographs'of
TC2 and TC5 based SrTiO] powder pellets at a magnification of 1500,
respectively. As seen from the Figure 8.lla, therewere wide cracks and pores
on the surface of the pellet. The cracks and pores were mostly as a result of
applied high pressure during the molding process. The grain sizes were not
distributed uniformly. This may be due to strong agglomeratesor variations in
particle sizes. The grain sizes were in therangeof 3-5 /-lm.
The pellets pressed from TC5 based SrTiO] powders showed similar
results. These cracks and pores on the surface mostly formed during the
molding process. However, the apparentnumberof cracks and pores were less
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than that on the surface of TC2 pellets.Nonuniform distribution of grain sizes
was observed.The sizes of the grainsvaried between2-5 /lm.
The surfaces of the Pechini powder pellets were relatively crack-free in
comparison with the surface of sol-gel powder surface. The grains were more
evident and had larger dimensions.The apparentgrains in Figure 8.12 were in
the range of 2-10 /lm in sizes. No porosity was observed at the grain
boundaries.
It is evident that the gram SIzes of PCA 100 powders were larger than
that of the PCA50. The grain sizes of PCA50 were around 2-4 /lm and PCA50
had relatively more uniform grain size distributions.
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Figure8.9.SEM micrographsofPCAlOO powderatmagnificationsof xl Okandx 5k.
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Figure8.10.SEM micrographsofPCA50 powdersatmagnificationsof 10kand5k.
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(a)
(b)
Figure8.11.The photomicrographsof sol-gelpowdersata magnificationof
750x,a)TC2 b)TC5.
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(a)
(b)
Figure8.12.The photomicrographsofPCAI00 powdersatmagnificationsof, a) 750x,
b)1500x
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(a)
(b)
Figure8.13.The photomicrographsof peA50 powdersatmagnificationsof , a) 750x,
b)1500x
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8.2.6 Rheological Measurements
The rheological measurementsof SrTi03 powder dispersions in white oil
were performed in order to investigate the effect of solids loading to the
rheological properties of suspensions.The suspensionshad 1, 5 and 10 vol%
solids. In order to disperse the powders in white oil, a commercial oil
dispersant (Chevron Chemicals, Oloa 1200- Ashless Succinimide Dispersant)
was used.Theamount of surfactantwas 33 vol% of powder dispersedin oil.
As it can be seen in Figure 8.14, the viscosity of white oil without any
solids did not show any changes with increasing shear rate as expected.
Generally, oils show Newtonian behaviour.The relation betweenthe shearrate
and shearstresswas linear as shown in Figure 8.15.
As it can be seen in Figures 8.16 and 8.17, 1 vol% SrTi03 suspensIOn
without surfactant behavedas a pseudoplasticfluid. The decreasein viscosity
standsfor the presenceof flocculation within the suspension.The breakdownof
floes resulted in the release of liquid entrappedin the floes decreasing the
viscosity. The decrease in viscosity indicates that the suspensions were not
stable. However, the addition of surfactant resulted in a well-dispersed
suspensIOn.
The addition of surfactant produced well-dispersed suspenSIOnswith
approximatelydilatant behaviouras it can be seenin Figures 8.18 and 8.19. No
significant change was observedin the viscosity of fluid for well-dispersed 1
vol% suspension.The minor difference betweenthe viscosities was most likely
due to the temperaturedifferences. The viscosity of well-dispersed 5 vol%
suspenSIon was not much above the suspension of 1vol% powder. 5 vol%
suspenSIOnshowed Newtonian behavior which indicates that this suspension
was well-dispersed, thus stabilized as it can be seen in Figures 8.20 and 8.21.
10 vol% suspensionstabilized with the samesurfactantalso showed the same
behavior (Figures 8.22 and 8.23), however 3-fold increase in the viscosity of
this suspensionwas observed.
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Electrorheological experimentwas performedwith 10 vol% suspension.
DC power supply was set to 1000 V, which correspondsto the electric field
strengthof 500 V Imm. However, DC power supply cut the field at 300 V Imm,
most likely becauseof the fault in the set-up.In eachattemp,the sameproblem
was observed.Although the suspensionshowedno electrorheologicaleffect, the
particles were observedto be accumulatedat the surface of the spindle, which
correspondsto electrophoresis.
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Figure8.17.Plot of shearstressvs shearratefor 1vol% SrTi03 suspension(without
surfactant).
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Figure 8.19. Plot of shearstressvs shearratefor I vol% SrTi03 suspensIOn(with
surfactant).
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Figure8.20.Changein theviscosityof 5vol% SrTi03 suspensionwith respecto shear
rate(withsurfactant).
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Figure 8.21. Plot of shearstressvs shearratefor 5 vol% SrTi03 suspension(with
surfactant).
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Figure8.22.Changein theviscosityof 10vol% SrTi03suspensionwith respecto shear
rate(withsurfactant).
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CONCLUSIONS
Preparation of ceramIC powders and rheological behavior of powder
dispersions in organic media were investigated in this work. Two chemical
methodswere used in the preparationof strontiumtitanatepowder. In sol gel
method, the effect of the water:alcohol:acid ratios was intestigated.Density
measurementexhibited that the powderbasedon TC5 sol was more densethan
that based on TC2 sols. However, the densitiesof sol-gel powders were much
more less than the density of Pechini powders.Pechini powders have a density
of well above 90%. The sol-gel powders had very strong agglomeratesand
sinteredto very low densities.
The XRD analysesexhibited that SrTi03 phase was completely formed
for Pechini powders except an additional SrO phase was found in the PCA50
powder. The 20 phasesfound in TC2 powder showedthat calcination at 650 DC
for 2 hours was not enough to form SrTi03 phase completely. Either the
calcination temperatureor the calcination time should be increased.However,
FTIR spectra exhibited that calcination temperatureswere high enough to
remove the undesired chemicals. There were no additional peaks but peaks
belonging to SrTi03.
The particle diameter of Pechini powders were In the range of 0.2-0.5
/-lm. The microstructural analyses showed that the grain size distribution of
Pechini powders was more uniform than that of the sol-gel powders. The
sinteredPechini pellets were crack-free but cracks and pores were observedon
the surfaceof sol-gel derivedpellets.
In the rheological experiments,the pseudoplasticbehavior was observed
for powder dispersions without surfactant. However, addition of surfactant
produced well-dispersed, stabilized suspension. The increase in the solids
loading did not changethe viscosity of well-dispersedsuspensionsignificantly.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Future researchfollowing to this studymay include:
1. Investigation of different acid:alcohol ratios on the morphology of
sol-gel powder.
2. Investigation of the calcination temperatureand time for sol-gel
powder.
3. Formulation of strontiumtitanatepowder suspensionin different oils,
and investigationof the effect of different surfactantson the stability
of suspension.
4. Investigation of the electrorheologicalbehaviourof strontiumtitanate
suspensions with respect to the change in electric field, type of
electric field andat different solids loading.
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